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In a region where hip hop is still largely 
unchartered territory, Chyno has broken new 
ground on all fronts. The Syrian-Filipino has 
lived all over the world – Saudi Arabia, Syria, 
Spain, Philippines, Lebanon – and his upcoming 
debut solo album, “Making Music to Feel at 
Home,” deals with his consequent feelings of 
disenfranchisement and marginalization through 
a hip hop perspective.

“His stage presence is 
electrifying and in less than 
ten minutes, Chyno has 
most people in the packed 
bar dancing.”

Chyno’s trajectory to hip hop artist has been less 
then direct or traditional. Growing up all over the 
world, he moved to Beirut at the age of 18 for 
his studies. Although MC-ing and writing songs 
in his spare time, even winning a local battle of 
the bands in 2003, he was largely focused on 
landing a traditional 9-5 job after graduation. 
However, less than a year later after working in 
accounting/finance, Chyno’s musical passions 
could not be kept aside. 

Returning to Beirut, he found his place in the 
burgeoning hip hop scene as one of the front-
men for Lebanese hip-hop band Fareeq el-
Atrash. The past two years have been a journey 
to finding his voice as a solo artist. “It took 
me this long to feel that I’ve developed to the 
point where I can express everything I want to 
express,” he says, adding, “It’s all about making 
music. I could be anywhere in the world but I’ll 
always feel at home, wherever I am, as long as 
I’m writing songs.”

“Making music grounds me to 
a place. It makes me yearn...
less,” explains Chyno. 
He believes that this is especially relevant given 
“what’s going on back home in Syria, a lot of 
people are searching for that feeling [of home].” 

His solo release titled, “Making Music to Feel 
at Home,” is just that. A range of soulful vocals, 
upbeat electro-synth kicks, ambient guitar 
riffs and Chyno’s powerful MC skills create the 
landscape for the various ways in which the 
artist is musically recreating “home.” 

Though hip-hop in the Middle East still has 
a long way to go before gaining recognition 
amongst the mainstream masses, Chyno is 
certainly taking a large step towards bringing 
these masses onboard. 

“Making Music to Feel at Home” 
- Released on June 10, 2015
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on “Fight or Flight”on Chyno
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“He also manages to unpack some of the complex geopolitical dynamics 
of the region – not with direct explanations, but witty references.”
...“The internal dialogue of wanting to feel at home somewhere is explored 
throughout the album, from the title, to the production, to the cover art.”

“Fortunately, there are those who stand with the people, like Syrian-
Filipino rapper Nasser Shorbaji, a.k.a. Chyno. The MC has teamed up 
with director Pedros Temizian to deliver a single off his new album, 
Making Music to Feel at Home, which captures the essence of the 
struggle many Syrians are facing.”

“I can return back to Syria in the future but it’s not the way I 
remember it any more. That beautiful relationship between the 
people, it’s not there any more.”

“L’Agenda Culturel a voulu en savoir plus quant à cet artiste prometteur 
du milieu rap, au parcours hors du commun et au message fort.”

“...the rhymes are clever”, “..it’s his flow that puts the track a cut 
above the rest.” “This is a record that is lyrically close to home, but 
stylistically couldn’t be further away. We’ll fuck with that.”

“Syrian people tell ME how they feel, and I echo those sentiments to 
the rest of the world.” “...I’m trying to give them the MIC.”

“...Nasser ‘Chyno’ Shorbaji is building the hype, rapping seamlessly in 
Arabic and English. His stage presence is electrifying and in less than 
ten minutes, Chyno has most people in the packed bar dancing.”

“Beirut based Syrian-Filipino Rapper Chyno writes lyrics and 
produces video clips dealing with the Syrian Civil War, a suicide 
bomber, and other topics of the world he lives in.”

Making Music to Feel at Home: Chyno’s Magnum Opus Rapper Chyno Speaks to Syrian Suffering With ‘Fight or Flight’

Syria’s War: The Rapper from Damascus
Le rappeur Chyno sort son nouveau clip vidéo
en hommage à tous les Syriens

Issue 8 - Tunage

Issue 13 - Q & A Chyno and Director Pedros Temizian
on ‘Fight or Flight’

Banker To Rapper: The Unlikely Career Of Hip-Hop Artist Chyno

The Hypocrisy of the Migrant
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For all booking, press, and general inquiries: 

chynovation@gmail.com

www.chynovation.com/ chynovation

www.chynovation.com
www.cdbaby.com/cd/chyno1
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/making-music-to-feel-at-home/id1007236519
open.spotify.com/album/4qX3DBGKu0lXINkucNBxxo
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